This article introduces an experimental artwork on moving mobile interfaces. It aims to answer the question: Is it possible to navigate a part of a large image composition, moving a smaller interface of a mobile device in a certain direction such as left and right, back and forth or up and down? The article then outlines the new concept of "Invisible (or impossible) Navigation" and discusses the output of artistic practices which address the "Labyrinth of Art".
Moving the Image or You?
On the mobile display, multi-touch technologies developments show that the artist can now design "a digital composition" which is navigated by the viewer, dragging it top or down, left or right with the hand. However, these new experiences may also provoke the artist to ask himself "how about moving the mobile device in real space, to explore and navigate over a large image?" In other words, can the artist think to change the structure: "move the device" rather then "drag with your hand", to see the other part of the image which is out of the range of the interface? Here, we discuss the possibility of creating an artistic work in such a problematic environment:
Research has provided technologies such as motion capture remote controls, hand tracking, eye tracking, biofeedback and neuro-feedback controls for human computer interaction. The new generation of game consoles like Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Xbox Kinect, and Sony PlayStation's Move, have already adopted some of these interfaces, not only to enhance the gaming experience, but also to provide media and information applications through the game consoles. Research shows that motion oriented devices provide an opportunity to develop moving media interfaces for more intuitive natural user interaction [1] .
In moving media interfaces, the viewer can only navigate and make a part of the "ghost" media composition visible when he drags the special mobile display in limited directions and movements such as vertical, horizontal, wavy, etc. Although there is a rich potential in these technologies, novel design and interactive media design representations are not widely available for this type of media applications except for computer games. Studies in the field primarily focus on children and creating enjoyable learning activities for them [2] . If moving media interface can be developed more for artistic purposes, we believe that new visual representation techniques can be explored in interactive media art.
Working within the general perspective provided above, we believe that if we can use current and developing technologies in "innovative scenarios", we can find several different solutions to make "moving media interfaces" richer and more applicable to different con-cepts. Working from this hypothesis, we focus on moving interfaces, based on moving mobile technologies and how to extend their usage in an "artistic way".
Concept Current Artistic Research on the Topic
Concerning our subject area, there are several future design scenarios on moving media interfaces that are not technically possible, as of yet. One of the best examples is a film that simulates holograms which appears when dragging the iPad [3] .
Moving media interfaces should be related to an architectural space. Although there is no direct reference to this, there are a number of artistic examples like Damien Hirt's "Sliced Cow" [4] [5] which provide the inspiration for a spatial interface idea in the movie titled "The Cell" [6] . Additionally, contemporary artists, such as David Hockney, have also experimented with artistic work on mobile devices [7] . Those works are based on drawings on multitouch devices which are set-up at an exhibition space.
For the 2-D interface manner, there is also a body of research. One of the important analyses is based on mixed interaction spaces. In this study, Hansen successfully accessed a part of the interface by moving the device left and right or top and down [8] . In the research, simple scenarios are also analyzed such as searching maps, playing games, etc.
At this time, we are aware of no study on "moving media interfaces" in the interactive media art field which focuses on limitations such as a 2-D vertical and horizontal space and "spatial multiple layers". Due to those restrictions, there are no graphical investigations which explore various "invisible shapes" connected to gestures, navigations, rhythms and motions to help the designer to understand how to create such a structure using moving media interfaces.
Broader Implications of the "Invisible Navigation"
Due to the fact that this is practice based research, we started practicing with a specified concept, to be able to then carry out experiments on more advanced concepts depending on our first findings:
The starting concept (Fig. 1) is a "ghost" (invisible) media form situated in an empty exhibition space which we have named "Invisible Navigation". In this structure, the viewer can only navigate and make a part of the "ghost" media composition visible. S/he can do this by dragging the special mobile display in limited directions and movements such as vertical, horizontal, wavy, etc. In this way, we intended to create a pan action in a 2D space interface in relation to the actual 3D motion of the device in x, y, z coordinates. With this limitation, the viewer can only discover a part of the media form, as when panning and viewing through the developed display system in a certain direction. In other words, the viewer can only imagine the complete media form by navigating piece by piece through the display system.
Three Planes: Red Yellow Blue
Given the conceptual framework outlined above, our artist created the following statement called 'Three Planes: Red Yellow Blue':
"A somewhat jestful take on Ellsworth Kelly's famous work of the 1960s, Three Planes is the old poem Beowulf 's three battles told a new through quirky metaphors, visual kennings, silly word-games and classical imagery.
"Wishing to push the viewer to participate rather than just looking, transforming the viewing-distance into a timeline came naturally: If you don't move, you don't get the whole picture. Working with only three images was a tougher choice, but the right one in trying to stay true to my original idea and making sure the demo didn't lose its focus.
"The three planes each represent one of the encounters with the antagonists; Grendel at Hrothgar's mead-hall, his grief-struck mother, and the dragon many years later. Time moves forward as you approach the wall."
Based on the artist's statement, we built a black stage, then our programmer set-up the coordination between the specified physical and virtual environment [9]. The three planes compositions, as layers, are horizontally fixed in that structure. A "curtain-by-light" is located on the position of each virtual plane in the exhibition area. Red-yellowblue lights identify each plane. In this way, we think that the feedback is easily understood with a logical connection to guide the viewer in our concept.
In this condition the viewer, at first, wore yellow rubber gloves, then took his iPad and directed himself to the "curtainby-light". By holding the iPad towards the lights, a part of the image appears on the screen of the iPad. The viewer could then move her iPad up and down, right or left to explore the whole image piece by piece. The viewer could also jump to another image located on another "curtain-by-light" by moving back or forth (Fig. 2) .
In order to perform this task, the programmer decided to use a color-coding algorithm that tracks a specific color on video inputs. To recognize the location of the mobile device in a 3D environment, two separate cameras were used. Each camera can track the color in a 2D space and therefore the combination of results from the two cameras, results in a 3D location of the object. Color recognition is performed through OpenCV open source libraries.
The final software that we received fulfilled our expectations in this work. For the color recognition, we decided to use yellow rubber gloves
Invisible or Impossible?
There is no doubt that the concept of "invisible navigation" is a new way of looking through interface and rethinking our current usage of interactive media art. Feedback through "curtain-by light" could also be a new way to develop feedback in such systems. As interactive media artists, we should focus more on these issues which seem to have potential for innovative solutions in the near future.
Although it is important to get rid of cliché layouts in artistic design, using buttons, maps, arrows etc., it is sometimes difficult to navigate in such interactive systems. However, this project shows that the concept of "invisible (may be sometimes impossible!) navigation" itself is provocative enough to spawn further research explorations for new artistic representations and it may emerge as a new aspect of "Labyrinth of Art" as well.
